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register* ~ genre

*  typically used in text linguistic corpus studies, 
defined by Biber (1988) and Biber and Conrad (2009)





● New registers (such as 
blogs)

● More variation (almost 
anybody can write online, 
no gatekeepers)

● More everything (makes 
some things easier)



WHAT DO THESE DOCS REPRESENT?
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Corpus of online registers of English (CORE)
(Egbert, Biber and Davies 2015)

● Unrestricted sample of the searchable web
● 48,571 documents, > 50 million words
● Manually annotated for registers
● Covers the full range of registers and documents on

the searchable Web!
● Previous Web register corpora focused on pre-selected categories

with manually chosen documents





CORE annotation

● Each document coded by 4 annotators in MTurk
● At least 3-way agreement for 69.3% of documents for main register
● At least 3-way agreement for 51% of documents for sub register 
● A part of disagreements in fact hybrid documents combining 

characteristics of several registers, such as personal blogs + opinion 
blogs 



Text classification on CORE

● Question: how to assign register labels based on the four annotators’ votes?

○



Text classification on CORE

● Solution: attribute a label always when at least two coders agreed on it

● Experiments with 
○ propagated / non-propagated labels (i.e. main register label repeated / not repeated together 

with the sub register)
○ multilabel/multilclass









More languages: FinCORE

● 10,754 documents register-annotated manually, following the English 
CORE taxonomy

● Documents from Finnish Internet Parsebank
● Annotated by experts, IAA 79,66% across all the 41 classes (prior to 

discussions)
○ Sharoff et al. (2010) reported an IAA of 60%



Total N = 10754



Performance on FinCORE



Multilingual modeling

● Annotated data also in French and Swedish
● 3900 documents in both languages 
● Documents through a random sample of Common Crawl





Dataset sizes in multilingual experiments*

*Experiments done on upper register labels only





71,31% Zero-shot avg





Then what? 

● Train better models now with the full datasets and all the subregisters 
as well!

● While waiting for the final datasets:
○ Huggingface Big Science Project 
○ Explaining black boxes to understand the predictions and registers









Improving the quality of Oscar

1.
Rule-based filtering:
Parameters e.g.,

- Length of the document
- Average length of 

sentences
- Digit character ratio
- Foreign character ratio



Examples of texts filtered out



Removing boilerplate remains
ok I’ve written about the Chiricahua Mountains before, about how this mountain range that rises 

suddenly out of the southeast Arizona desert like an island and is, in fact, the largest of what are 
known as Sky Islands.

ok I’ve talked about the birds, animals and plants that thrive nowhere else in the U.S. But with each 
visit to this unique area, I see, hear, feel something new that adds to my love of the place.

ok It’s like hanging another jeweled charm from a favorite bracelet that holds cherished memories of 
special trips. “Phoenix Rising” can be printed on paper, canvas, note cards, t-shirts, mugs and 
more.

boilerplate Be sure you’re on my subscriber list so you’ll get notified of when I’ve uploaded pieces.

boilerplate Click here to go to the Gift Shop.Archives Select Month September 2018 (1) July 2018 (2) May 
2018 (1) April 2018 (1) March 2018 (1) February 2018 (1) November 2017 (2) October 2017 (2) 
September 2017 (2) July 2017 (4) June 2017 (3)



 Texts Lines total

French 1 982 84 103 

Swedish 2 399 99 406 

Finnish 137 4 277 

English 191 6 172 

Spanish 105 3 018 

German 140 3 454 

Total 4 954 200 430 

Removing boilerplate remains with junklines



 Texts Lines total

French 1 982 84 103 

Swedish 2 399 99 406 

Finnish 137 4 277 

English 191 6 172 

Spanish 105 3 018 

German 140 3 454 

Total 4 954 200 430 

Accuracy 88%

(Multilingual LSTM 
based on XLM-R 
embeddings)

Removing junklines



Improving the quality of Oscar

1.
Rule-based filtering:
Parameters e.g.,

- Length of the document
- Average length of 

sentences
- Digit character ratio
- Foreign character ratio

2.
Document-level filtering for 
machine generated content

3.
Paragraph-level filtering for 
machine generated content 
and boilerplate





From somewhat multilingual to massively multilingual

● Collecting / collected evaluation datasets in further languages
○ Done: Arabic, Catalan, Chinese, Indonesian, Portuguese,  Turkish, Russian, Spanish, 

Japanese

○ Under annotation: Hindi, Urdu, Yoruba, Vietnamese

● To what extent are Web registers culture-independent? How robust are the 

models?





25 register classes



To conclude

● Since 2010, a lot of progress!
● Datasets

○ CORE ~50k documents
○ FinCORE ~10k
○ FreCORE + SweCORE ~4k + 4k
○ Further evaluation sets in 10+languages

● Decent register identification results
● Register-labeled Web-scale datasets




